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Human adults can go beyond the limits of individual sensory
systems’ resolutions by integrating multiple estimates (e.g., vision
and touch) to reduce uncertainty. Little is known about how this
ability develops. Although some multisensory abilities are present
from early infancy, it is not until age ≥8 y that children use multiple
modalities to reduce sensory uncertainty. Here we show that un-
certainty reduction by sensory integration does not emerge until
12 y even within the single modality of vision, in judgments of sur-
face slant based on stereoscopic and texture information. However,
adults’ integration of sensory information comes at a cost of losing
access to the individual estimates that feed into the integrated per-
cept (“sensory fusion”). By contrast, 6-y-olds do not experience fu-
sion, but are able to keep stereo and texture information separate.
This ability enables them to outperform adults when discriminating
stimuli in which these information sources conflict. Further, unlike
adults, 6-y-olds show speed gains consistent with following the
fastest-available single cue. Therefore, whereas the mature visual
system is optimized for reducing sensory uncertainty, the develop-
ing visual systemmay be optimized for speed and for detecting sen-
sory conflicts. Such conflicts could provide the error signals needed
to learn the relationships between sensory information sources and
to recalibrate them while the body is growing.
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Human adults can reduce sensory uncertainty by integrating
estimates, both across modalities (1, 2) (e.g., integrating vi-

sion and touch to judge size) and within a modality (3) (e.g., in-
tegrating visual stereoscopic and texture information to judge
surface slant). Given independent estimates with uncorrelated
Gaussian noise, the optimal reduction in uncertainty (variance) is
obtained by a weighted averaging of estimates, in which each es-
timate is weighted in proportion to its relative reliability (1/vari-
ance) (4, 5). Whereas human adults can achieve the optimal level
of variance reduction in sensory tasks (1, 2), the developmental
time course of this ability is unclear. Although some multisensory
abilities are present from early infancy (6–8), in recent studies,
children did not integrate information across modalities for shape
discrimination, spatial localization, or detection of visual–audi-
tory events until age≥8 y (9–11). In adults, sensory integration can
lead to mandatory “fusion,” in which the ability to judge the in-
dividual component estimates is lost (12, 13). Sensory fusion is
especially strong for information within a single modality (12).
One hypothesis for late development of integration is that keeping
information separate is adaptive in allowing senses to be cali-
brated against each other while the body is growing (10, 14). To
test whether children do keep sensory information sources sepa-
rate, we tracked the development of sensory integration and fu-
sion within the single modality of vision.

Results
Experiment 1: Cue Integration. The gradient of change in element
size and density in a homogenously tiled surface’s projection
(“texture”) provides information about its slant (15). A second
source of slant information comes from binocular disparity (16).
Adults integrate texture and disparity cues to reduce the un-
certainty of their estimates of slant, adjusting their relative
weightings as they change in reliability (3). We studied the devel-
opment of uncertainty reduction and reweighting, both markers

of mature sensory integration (4, 5), for these two visual cues to
surface slant. To rapidly measure young children’s thresholds and
weightings we used staircase procedures with <200 total trials per
participant. First, we measured sensitivity to slant differences sig-
naled by disparity alone (conditionD), texture alone (conditionT),
and both together (condition DT) (Fig. 1A). In each condition,
children and adults judged which of two planes appeared “flattest”
to the ground. Mean 75% discrimination thresholds declined
with age, showing improving sensitivity to slant in all conditions
[Fig. 1B; linear effects of age group in ANOVA, F(1, 4) = 3.4, P <
0.001 forD;F(1, 4)= 2.3,P< 0.01 forT;F(1, 4)= 5.8,P< 0.001 for
DT]. If estimates are integrated to reduce uncertainty, DT will
show a lower threshold than either single-cue condition. Twelve-
year-olds’ and adults’ thresholds were significantly lower for DT
than for either single cue [Fig. 1B, **; 12 y, t(18)= 2.1,P=0.047 vs.
D; t(18) = 2.2, P= 0.039 vs. T; adults, t(18) = 2.5, P= 0.020 vs. D;
t(18) = 5.8, P < 0.001 vs. T]. These groups’ DT thresholds also
matched optimal (ideal observer) predictions (Fig. 1B, SIMaterials
and Methods, and Eq. S3).
Therefore, observers aged ≥12 y integrated disparity and tex-

ture information optimally to reduce their uncertainty in judging
surface slant. Younger participants did not have significantly
lower thresholds given DT vs. their best single cue, although all
groups (especially 8-y-olds) showed a trend for improvement
relative to both cues (Fig. 1B). This trend is consistent with a mi-
nor advantage for binocular viewing of monocular (texture gra-
dient) information, but could also potentially indicate integration
masked by noisy responding. Results from experiment 3, in which
we were able to quantify children’s “lapse rate”with the same task
and stimuli, indicate that lapse rate was extremely low, making the
latter interpretation highly unlikely (Results, Experiment 3: La-
tency). Variability across observers was also sufficiently low to
show significant differences betweenmeasuredDT thresholds and
ideal observer predictions at 6 and 10 y [at 6 y, t(18) = 3.1, P =
0.006 ; at 10 y, t(17) = 2.8, P = 0.012] (Fig. 1B).
To assess integration further we examined a second marker for

it, reweighting by reliability, in the same observers. Because opti-
mal variance reduction entails weighting estimates with respect to
their reliabilities (4, 5), optimal observers must reweight estimates
when their reliabilities change. The differences in a plane’s pro-
jection caused by a fixed (e.g., 5°) change to its slant are greatest for
planes with high slant (15, 17). Consequently, as a plane’s slant
increases, observers can detect increasingly fine changes in this
slant on the basis of texture (refs. 3 and 18 and Fig. S1). Base slant
hasmuch less effect on disparity-based discrimination (3). Observers
taking account of reliability should therefore weight texturemore for
near-horizontal (“high slant”) than near-vertical (“low slant”)
planes. To assess observers’ weighting for (reliance on) disparity
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vs. texture, we measured the point at which they judged a plane
with congruent disparity and texture to have the same slant as
a plane inwhich disparity and texture conflict by 10°. Ten- and 12-y-
olds and adults weighted texture significantly more for high base
slants (Fig. 2C), consistent with taking reliability into account [10 y,
t(17) = 2.9, P< 0.01; 12 y, t(18) = 2.5, P=0.02; adults, t(18) = 3.1,
P < 0.01]. By contrast, 8-y-olds showed no significant difference in
weighting [t(16) = 0.7, P = 0.51], whereas 6-y-olds’ weighting was
in the opposite direction, relying on texture more when it is less
reliable [t(18) = −3.0, P < 0.01]. These younger groups’ behavior
indicates that they either misperceived the cues’ reliabilities or
used reliability information in a manner different from that re-
quired to weight cues for optimal uncertainty reduction.
In sum, both markers of mature integration—lower discrimi-

nation thresholds given two cues vs. either one (Fig. 1B) and

reweighting by reliability (Fig. 1C)—were first present at 12 y. Six-
year-olds showed neither ability, whereas 8- and 10-y-olds were
transitional in showing, respectively, a (nonsignificant) trend to-
ward a lower threshold without reweighting, and reweighting
without a lower threshold. Sensory integration for uncertainty re-
duction therefore did not emerge any earlier within the single
modality of vision than acrossmodalities in previous studies (9, 10).

Experiment 2: Fusion. In adults, integrating sensory estimates can
lead to “sensory fusion” in which observers lose access to the in-
dividual estimates that feed into the integrated percept (12, 13). As
a consequence, some stimuli that can be discriminated using single
cues become metameric (perceptually indistinguishable) when
a second cue is added. However, if children do not integrate visual
information, they should not be subject to fusion. To test this

Fig. 1. Cue integration experiment. (A) Left eye (LE) and right eye (RE) views of planes with disparity and texture (Upper, condition DT) and disparity-only
(Lower, D) cues to slant. To view stereoscopically, free fuse by diverging the eyes (slants from disparity may differ from those in the experiment, where these
images took up 13° of visual angle). For texture-only (T) trials, tiled planes were viewed monocularly. (B) Mean ± SEM 75% discrimination thresholds by age
group (total n = 92). Circles: mean ± SEM ideal observer predictions for DT. DT thresholds significantly lower on two-tailed paired t test than either D or T are
shown by * and significantly lower than both D and T by **. (C) Mean ± SEM relative weighting for texture vs. disparity in conflict conditions with low and
high slant. Differences significant at the 5% level are shown by *. Green lines: groups showing mature behavior on each measure.
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prediction, we compared 6-y-olds’ and adults’ abilities to judge
whether the slants of two elliptical discs (Fig. S2) were the same or
different, on the basis of single or combined cues. In single-cue
conditions D+, T+, and D−, differences in a comparison plane’s
slant relative to a 45° standard plane were signaled by disparity (D)
or texture (T) cues to greater (+) or lesser (−) slant (Fig. 2A). In
combined-cue conditions, differences in the twoplanes’ slants were
signaled by combinations of these single cues, which were either
congruent (condition T+D+) or conflicting (condition T+D−)
(Fig. 2A). These differences were ±12.5° for adults and ±25° for
6-y-olds. At these levels, mean discrimination (d′) (19) for same vs.
different slants over single-cue conditions D+, T+, and D− was
matched across groups (Fig. 2B, dashed lines). We compared
performance on two-cue conditionsD+T+ andD+T−withmodel
predictions for integration of cues (Fig. 2B, yellow circles) and for
use of single cues by probability summation (Fig. 2B, white and
black circles; Fig. 2B legend, SIMaterials andMethods, Fig. S3, and
Eqs. S4–S7).
To assess any improvements in discrimination ability given in-

tegration of congruent cues, we compared congruent two-cue
conditionT+D+with its component single-cue conditionsT+ and
D+. Adults’ mean d′ was significantly higher for T+D+ than for
either single cue [Fig. 2B; t(19) = 3.3, P < 0.01 vs. D+; t(19) = 3.6,
P < 0.01 vs. T+] and matched model predictions for integration of
cues (Fig. 2B, yellow circle). Six-year-olds’ mean d′ was similar to
that for the single best cue, did not match predictions for in-
tegration (Fig. 2B, yellow circle), but was consistent with a proba-
bility summation model predicting responses based on single cues
[Fig. 2B, black circle; t(19) = 0.6, P = 0.59]. Thus, adults but not

6-y-olds showed improved slant discrimination consistent with in-
tegrating congruent cues.
To assess any reduction in discrimination ability given in-

tegration of conflicting cues (fusion), we compared conflicting
condition T+D− with its component conditions T+ and D−.
Adults’ mean d′ was significantly lower for T+D− than for either
single cue [Fig. 2B; t(19) = 4.5, P < 0.001 vs. T+; t(19) = 3.6, P <
0.01 vs. D−], showing that they were subject to fusion. Stimuli in
this condition were marginally more discriminable than complete
fusion would predict [Fig. 2B, yellow circle; t(19) = 2.0, P =
0.056], suggesting that adult observers retained some access to
single cues (as in ref. 12). However, their discrimination was
much poorer than predicted by responding using the individual
component cues (Fig. 2B, black and white circles). Six-year-olds’
mean d′ in this same condition (T+D−) was not lower than the
worst single cue, but intermediate to the two, indicating that they
were not subject to fusion. Their performance was consistent
with a probability summation model predicting responses based
on the single-component cues [Fig. 2B, black circle; t(19) = 1.0,
P = 0.32], but not consistent with fusion [Fig. 2B, yellow circle;
t(19) = 3.3, P < 0.01].
In sum, adults’ performance indicated integration of cues,

whereas 6-y-olds’ performance was consistent with responding on
the basis of single cues. Whereas integrating cues conferred an
advantage on adults when the cues agreed (congruent condition
T+D+), not integrating cues conferred an advantage on 6-y-olds
when the cues disagreed (conflicting condition T+D−). Thus, by
not integrating disparity and texture information, 6-y-olds were
able to make some kinds of perceptual judgments that adults
found near impossible.

Experiment 3: Latency.Wenext consideredwhether 6-y-olds’ ability
to keep cues separate may also be accompanied by differences in
the time course of their responding to single vs. combined cues.
Whether given single ormultiple information sources, an observer
must decide when to stop collecting information and respond.
Such a “decision rule” can be optimized for accuracy, speed, re-
ward, or other goals (20). Whereas adults’ use of multiple in-
formation sources is often optimal for accuracy, current and
previous (9, 10) results indicate that children’s is not. In experi-
ment 3 we asked whether children use a decision rule that is op-
timized for speed. An observer given two information sources
rather than one canmake speed gains by preferentially responding
on the basis of the first available source on each trial, as the av-
erage time of winners of races is shorter than the average time of
any single contestant (21). Thus, if children keep disparity and
texture information separate, they may show speed gains given
both at the same time vs. either one alone. By contrast, if adults
are integrating the estimates, they may have to wait for the slowest
single estimate.
We tested discrimination for planes (Fig. 1A) at several con-

stant levels of slant difference. Mean overall proportions of cor-
rect responses were similar for adults (mean = 0.80, SEM= 0.01)
and 6-y-olds [mean = 0.76, SEM = 0.02; t(30) = 1.8, P = 0.09],
showing that the tasks were comparable in difficulty. At in-
termediate levels not near floor or ceiling, adults were significantly
more accurate given both disparity and texture together (DT) than
either D or T alone [Fig. 3; at 5°, t(16) = 5.4, P < 0.001 vs. D,
t(16) = 3.6, P< 0.01 vs. T; at 7°, t(16) = 2.7, P=0.01 vs. D, t(16) =
2.3, P = 0.04 vs. T ]. Children’s DT accuracy was intermediate to
D and T at all levels (Fig. 3). Thus, adults improved in accuracy
given two information sources, consistent with integration,
whereas children showed no improvement, consistent with
responding on the basis of single cues.
The latencies with which observers made these decisions (Fig.

3) showed a different pattern. Mean overall response latencies
did not differ for adults (mean = 1.54, SEM = 0.08 s) and 6-y-
olds [mean = 1.62, SEM = 0.07; t(30) = 0.8, P = 0.46]. How-

Fig. 2. Fusion experiment. (A) Schematic view of five experimental con-
ditions, in which observers made same/different slant judgments for pairs of
planes, a standard (shown gray) and a comparison (shown white). On “dif-
ferent” trials (shown), the comparison plane’s slant was greater (+) or less (−)
than the standard plane’s slant, based on single or combined texture (T) and
disparity (D) cues. On “same” trials, standard and comparison planes had the
same slants, signaled by these same cues. Integration predicts improved
discrimination given congruent combined cues vs. the best single cue, but
reduced discrimination (“fusion”) given incongruent combined cues vs. the
worst single cue. (B) Mean d′ ± SEM, measuring discrimination for same vs.
different slants by condition in adults (n = 20) and 6-y-olds (n = 20). Com-
bined-cue conditions T+D+ and T+D− are compared with mean ± SEM d’
predicted by integration (yellow circles) and probability summation of single
cues (white and black circles). The probability summation model using
a “liberal” criterion detects a difference if either single cue signals a differ-
ence (white circles). The model using a “conservative” criterion detects
a difference only if both single cues signal a difference (black circles). See
SI Materials and Methods for details.
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ever, whereas adults were never faster given two cues (DT) than
either one alone, 6-y-olds were significantly faster given two cues
than either single cue at their most difficult stimulus level, 5°;
t(14) = 3.0, P= 0.02 vs. D, t(14) = 2.5, P= 0.03 vs. T. Therefore,
6-y-olds exploited multiple cues for speed, tending to follow the
fastest-available single cue on each trial. By contrast, if the
component disparity and texture estimates are not individually
accessible to adults in stimuli including both information sources
(experiment 2 and ref. 12), their responses cannot be based on
a race (21) between single estimates. Adults’ responses may be
the outcome of an evidence accumulation process (22, 23) in-
tegrating the two. Such a process could reach a decision bound
faster given two information sources than one. This may explain
why adults were (nonsignificantly) faster with DT than with the
slowest single cue on those levels at which they made accuracy
gains consistent with integration. At easier levels, both groups
showed significant speed gains for DT relative to D, but not
T (Fig. 3), consistent with simply relying on texture. Texture was
much faster than disparity at the easier stimulus levels (Fig. 3), in
line with texture-based slant discriminations becoming pro-
gressively easier toward the horizontal (15) and with binocular
fusion for stereopsis requiring additional time irrespective of
stimulus difficulty. An explicit model of speed and accuracy for
decisions based on integrated vs. single cues needs to be de-
veloped to test this interpretation further.
Experiment 3 also enabled us to estimate “lapse rate” (the rate

of error owing to “noisy” or inconsistent responding). This esti-
mation allows us to assess whether such responding could have
contributed to results in experiment 1, which used an identical task
with the same stimuli.With the easiest stimulus, texture at 35°, 6-y-
olds were correct on>98% of trials. The lapse rate must therefore
be <2%. Thus it is highly unlikely that noisy responding (e.g.,

arising from inattention or poor understanding of the task) could
have contributed significantly to children’s results in experiment 1.

Discussion
Amajor finding across all three experiments is that whereas adults
gained sensitivity to slant given disparity and texture together vs.
either one alone, 6-y-olds did not. This result was found using
a staircase procedure (experiment 1), same/different judgments
(experiment 2), and the method of constant stimuli (experiment
3). Children’s failures to show accuracy gains given multiple cues
are not likely to be an artifact of inconsistent or noisy responding,
because 6-y-olds were capable of responding with >98% accuracy
given easy stimuli in experiment 3. Mature sensory integration
based on weighting by reliability was not seen until 12 y. There-
fore, the ability to reduce uncertainty by integrating information
within a single modality does not necessarily develop any earlier
than between modalities (9, 10). Recent models propose that
uncertainty reduction depends on neural computations imple-
menting weighted averaging of sensory estimates (24, 25). The
networks relevant for the present task are those linking early
retinotopic visual areas with dorsal and ventral extrastriate areas
hMT+/V5 and LOC, associated with combined texture- and dis-
parity-based representations of slant (26). Immaturities on our
task could result from pathways to these higher visual areas still
developing and processing information in ways not characteristic
of the adult visual system (27). Normal early sensory experience
appears crucial for development of cross-modal perception (28,
29) and is likely also to be important for development of cue in-
tegration within vision. The developmental trajectories for cue
weighting and cue integration between 6 and 12 y may be uneven
(Fig. 1) and may be investigated further using both psychophysics
and neuroimaging.
We found two further striking results. First, 6-y-olds were not

confused by conflicting stimuli with which adults experience sen-
sory fusion, but remained able to make judgments on the basis of
the component cues. Fusion entails a poor ability to detect sensory
conflicts (13). Such conflicts provide an error signal that could be
used to calibrate sensory information sources against each other.
Being able to detect these information sources separately could be
useful for initial learning of the correct mapping between disparity
and texture slant information. Remaining able to detect sensory
conflicts into late childhood could also be adaptive for growing
children. For example, changing interocular distance alters the
relationship between disparity and texture cues to slant. These are
two reasons why not integrating cues might be adaptive for chil-
dren, although the underlying hypothesis that integrating cues
precludes the ability to recalibrate them (10, 14) still needs to be
tested directly.
Second, unlike adults, 6-y-olds showed speed gains given difficult

judgments based on two cues. Thus, whereas adults are optimized
for accuracy, children may be optimized for speed. Importantly,
despite their speed gains, children’s mean latencies were no faster
than adults’. Therefore, by prioritizing speed, children merely kept
upwith adult speeds. The coupling of vision and actionmust be fast
enough to keep up with events in the world (30). Given their slower
information processing (31), it would be adaptive for children to
prioritize speed in general if this strategy enables them to act
quickly enough to keep up with real-world events.
These results suggest that developing andmature visual systems

are optimized for different goals. Whereas the mature visual sys-
tem is optimized for reducing sensory uncertainty, the developing
visual systemmay be optimized for speed and for detecting sensory
conflicts. Such conflicts may provide the error signals needed to
learn the relationships between sensory information sources and
to recalibrate them while the body is growing.

Fig. 3. Latency experiment: Mean ± SEM proportions of correct judgments
of the greater slant (Left) and mean ± SEM response latencies (Right) for
adults (n = 17) and 6-y-olds (n = 15), comparing pairs of planes defined by
disparity (D), texture (T), or both (DT). DT mean differs significantly from
either D or T (*) or from both D and T (**) on two-tailed paired t test.
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Materials and Methods
Stimuli were presented on a 22-in color CRTmonitor (Mitsubishi Diamond Pro-
2070SB) at 1,152 × 864 pixels, using Psychophysics Toolbox for Matlab (32).
Participants viewed stimuli from 175 cm using a chin rest, wearing shutter
glasses presenting separate images to the two eyes (CrystalEyes 3; Stereo-
Graphics), each refreshed at 60 Hz. The width of the whole display (Fig. 1A)
was 13° of visual angle. For monocular conditions participants also wore
a patch over one eye. Stereoscopic stimuli were projectedwith respect to each
observer’s interocular distance. Participants, who were recruited from a da-
tabase of volunteers and from schools in and near London, were tested with
parents’ or their own informed consent in line with ethics committee guide-
lines. Participantswere not given feedback on their performance, but children
were rewarded with stickers during breaks to maintain their interest in the
task. Participants who failed the TNO stereo test (33), performed at chance, or
had thresholds above the measurable range were excluded.

Experiment 1: Cue Integration. Participants were aged 6, mean (SD) age = 6.5
(0.3) y, n = 19 (9 male); 8, mean (SD) age = 8.5 (0.3) y, n = 17 (9 male); 10,
mean (SD) age =10.4 (0.3) y, n = 18 (10 male); 12, mean (SD) age = 12.3
(0.2) y, n = 19 (10 male); or were adult, mean (SD) age = 25.8 (4.4) y, n = 19 (7
male). All participants passed the TNO test for stereo vision (33) or were
correct more often than chance (binomial test) on disparity-only (D) trials.
Observers viewed planes (Fig. 1A) made of colored tiles binocularly (condi-
tion DT) or monocularly (condition T) and planes made of uniform dots with
only disparity cues to slant binocularly (condition D). To judge which plane is
closest to the horizontal, observers were asked to imagine that they are
looking at two roads and to indicate which would be easiest to walk along.
The stimuli are described in detail in SI Materials and Methods.

In conditions D, T, and DT we used a staircase procedure to measure
observers’ 75% thresholds for detecting the more slanted plane, given a 45°
standard and a simultaneously presented comparison slanted >45°. Each
condition began with practice trials at level 25° (i.e., judging a difference
between 45° and 70° slants, Fig. 1A), which ran until four were correct. Next,
slant differences decreased in steps of 4° until either an incorrect response
was made or the difference descended to 1°. The final level from this phase
was the starting point for a weighted up/down staircase (34) with a 1:3 ratio
(1° vs. 3°) between “up” and “down” steps. This staircase converges on the
75% threshold (34). Each staircase had 30 trials, with a break after 15. The
upper and lower limits of the staircase were 25° and 0°. To estimate a 75%
threshold for each observer and condition we used least-squares fits of
psychometric functions to the collected responses (SI Materials and Meth-
ods). Thresholds near or above the staircase’s upper limit, 25°, could not
be measured. We therefore excluded participants with an estimated
threshold >23.5° in any condition from analysis (n = 9; six aged 6 y, four high
disparity-only and two high texture-only thresholds; two aged 8 y, both high
texture-only thresholds; and one aged 12 y, high disparity-only threshold).

To assess cue weighting on low slant and high slant conditions, we
measured the point of subjective equality (PSE) for a standard plane in which
slant from disparity and texture disagreed and a comparison in which these
cues agreed (35). Standard planes had slant 30° from texture, 20° from
disparity (low slant) or 70° from texture, 60° from disparity (high slant). On
the first trial, the comparison plane’s slant was the average of the standard
plane’s two conflicting cues (25° for low slant, 65° for high slant). On each
trial observers judged which plane had greatest slant. We used a one-up-
one-down staircase of 30 trials with 0.5° steps to make the comparison plane
less slanted whenever observers judged it more slanted and vice versa. This
staircase converges on a level at which the consistent plane is on average
judged the same in slant as the conflicting plane. To estimate this point,
which corresponds to observers’ relative weightings for the two cues, we
used a least-squares fit to the collected responses (SI Materials and Meth-
ods). There were thus five experimental conditions in total (D, T, DT, low
slant, and high slant), whose order for each participant was random.

The ideal observer prediction for condition DT (Fig. 1B, circles) was for-
mulated assuming that (i) texture and disparity noise is uncorrelated and (ii)
texture and disparity information available in single-cue conditions D and
T provides as good a basis for judging slant as the information available in

two-cue condition DT. Our assumptions and approach are based on previous
more detailed validation of similar stimuli (3). The ideal observer prediction
and the prediction that texture information will be most reliable in planes
with high slant are described in detail in SI Materials and Methods.

Experiment 2: Fusion. Participants, all showing stereo vision on the TNO test
(33), were aged 6, mean (SD) age = 6.5 (0.3) y, n = 20 (10 male) or were adult,
mean (SD) age = 24.9 (3.9) y, n = 20 (8 male). In pilot work with adults we
could find fusion only with planes whose edges were visible; therefore we
presented elliptical discs cut from planes similar to those in the first exper-
iment (Fig. S2). On each trial a 45° standard disk was compared with a test
disk of either the same slant or a slant differing by ±25° (for 6-y-olds) or
±12.5° (for adults) on the basis of single or combined cues (Fig. 2A). The
stimuli are described in detail in SI Materials and Methods.

Observers first practiced making same/different slant judgments using the
experimenter’s hands. They then completed 30 trials (equal numbers of
“same” and “different,” randomly mixed) in each of six conditions. These
comprised (Fig. 2A) combined-cue conditions T+D+ and T+D− and single-cue
conditionsD+,D−, T+, and T− (the latterwas included so that conditions could
be presented in pairs with unpredictable directions of slant, but was not
analyzed). Trials from pairs of conditions T+ and T−, D+ and D−, and T+D+
and T+D−were mixed in blocks of 10 comprising 5 of each; the order in which
these three condition pairs were presented was random. Conditions were
mixed so that observers would not learn the strategy of looking for one di-
rection of slant difference during a block. This strategy could artificially lower
performance on fusion condition T+D− that includes both directions. There
were 180 total trials with an opportunity for a pause every 10. A discrimina-
tion score (d′) (19) was calculated for each condition as the z-score of the hit
rate minus the z-score of the false alarm rate. Combined-cue condition scores
were predicted from single-cue condition scores by decision models using
integration and probability summation (SI Materials and Methods). Partic-
ipants with d′ scores ≤0 on more than one condition were excluded from
analysis (n = 4; two children, two adults); in all four excluded participants the
≤0 scores were in single-cue conditions.

Experiment 3: Latency. Participants, all showing stereo vision on the TNO test
(33), were aged 6, mean (SD) age = 6.5 (0.3) y, n = 15 (8 male) or adult, mean
(SD) age = 23.9 (3.6) y, n = 17 (9 male). Stimuli were similar to those from
experiment 1 (SI Materials and Methods). The order of the three conditions
(D, T, DT) was random. Each condition began with practice trials comparing
the 45° standard with a 70° comparison. After four consecutive successful
judgments, testing began in sets of 10 trials during which observers pressed
the left or the right arrow key to judge the more slanted plane. Within
a condition, trials were shuffled in 20 blocks comprising all levels: thus for 6-
y-olds 20 sets of 3 (5°, 12.5°, 35°) and for adults 20 sets of 7 (0°, 2.5°, 5°, 7°,
12.5°, 20°, 35°). To make results comparable with the integration experi-
ment, we did not emphasize speed, but only encouraged participants to
“concentrate” for each set of 10 trials without talking. Under these cir-
cumstances some participants were distractable, with long response laten-
cies due to inattention to the task. We excluded from analysis those with 5%
of responses >5 s (3 children, 2 adults) and one child who was at chance on
stereo judgments. We excluded any trials that were “extreme outliers”
(generally due to inattention to the task, e.g., stopping to ask the experi-
menter a question), defined as latencies ≥3× the third quartile + the inter-
quartile range of latencies for each observer (36). On this criterion, 2.4% of
6-y-old and 1.2% of adult trials were excluded. The remaining responses for
each level and condition were averaged to give an observer’s proportion
correct and mean response latency. The estimate of 6-y-olds’ lapse rate re-
lated to interpretation of results from experiment 1 was made using data
from all trials irrespective of their latency, i.e., before excluding any trials
or participants.
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SI Materials and Methods
Experiment 1: Cue Integration. Each plane was projected as if seen
through a 18.5 × 25-cm aperture in a gray screen at the same
distance as themonitor screen; thus the planes were projected as if
they were behind the monitor. Planes’ edges could not be seen.
Observers’ eyes, and the horizontal axis about which planes ro-
tated, were aligned with the vertical center of the monitor. Planes’
distances in depth were +25 and +25 ± 0–10 cm from the screen.
Disparity and/or texture cues (Fig. 1A) signaled slants about
the horizontal axis, away from the observer. The binocular cue to
slant came from the gradient of interocular disparities. Because
slants were about the horizontal axis, horizontal and vertical size
ratios (1) were not useful; and as stimuli were projected on a flat
screen at a fixed distance, vergence and accommodation (1, 2)
were not useful.
Planes were first composed of a regular grid of points with

average density 0.6 points/cm (±0–10% for each plane on each
trial) in both x and y directions. Each point was then randomly
jittered in x and y directions by ±0–0.3 grid squares for con-
ditions T and DT or ±0–1.5 grid squares for texture-absent
condition D (effectively producing a random spread; Fig. 1A). In
conditions T and DT each point formed the center of a randomly
colored tile whose vertices were defined by a Voronoi tessella-
tion (3). In condition D the points themselves were projected as
randomly colored dots 0.2 cm wide with appropriate disparities
signaling slant but without the changes in dot size and density
that would provide a texture cue to slant (see below). Tiles and
dots had anti-aliased black outlines 1.5 pixels wide.
So that disparity and texture information could be dissociated,

each dot or vertex was first projected with respect to a cyclopean
eye on the basis of its texture-defined slant. A new spatial location
for the point was calculated, corresponding to where the point
would be if its cyclopean projection had come from a plane with
the disparity-defined slant. This point was then projected to the
two eyes with the interocular disparity appropriate for its new
distance. Thus in condition D dots had slant 0° from the vertical
signaled by texture, but slant ≥45° signaled by disparity. In “high
slant” and “low slant” conflict conditions, tiled planes with equal
slants from texture and disparity were compared with planes with
10° mismatches in these cues.
To estimate a 75% threshold for each observer in conditionsD,

T, and DT, we used least-squares fits of psychometric functions
to the collected data (all responses following practice). For
condition D a cumulative Gaussian was fitted, predicting prob-
ability of a correct response as a function of slant difference, with
mean 0 and variance a free parameter. For conditions T and DT
that include texture information, a cumulative Gaussian was
fitted with mean fixed at 0 and SD σ changing with slant ac-
cording to an exponent dependent on a second free parameter, β
(Eq. S1, where N is the cumulative normal distribution with
mean μ = 0). This parameter allows for functions in which the
variance of texture judgments decreases exponentially with in-
creasing slant (4, 5). To prevent spurious fits of noisy data β was
constrained between 0 and −0.05.

p ðxÞ ¼ N
h
x; μ;

�
σeβx

�2 i
: [S1]

We measured the point of subjective equality (PSE) in low slant
and high slant conditions by fitting a cumulative Gaussian pre-
dicting probability of judging the comparison plane as the more
slanted as a function of its slant. Mean and variance were free
parameters. The PSE is estimated by the mean, i.e., the level at

which the probability of judging either plane more slanted is 0.5.
PSEs estimated beyond the bounds ±5° (at which the two planes
could not be equal with respect to either cue) were estimated
as + or −5°. In Fig. 1B PSEs are expressed as relative weights for
texture, where weight 0 corresponds to a PSE of +5° (judging
planes equal on the basis of disparity) and 1 corresponds to
a PSE of −5° (judging planes equal on the basis of texture).
The ideal observer prediction for condition DT was calculated

as follows. For two sensory information sources whose variances
σ2A and σ2B are fixed, the predicted combined variance σ2AB
given integration using optimal weights is (6, 7)

σ2AB ¼ σ2Aσ2B
σ2A þ σ2B

: [S2]

We modeled variability as determined by a single parameter σD
for disparity estimates and by two parameters, σT and β, which
are scaled by slant x, for texture estimates (Eq. S1). The optimal
predicted variance of estimates σ2DT at slant x is then

σ2DT ðxÞ ¼
�
σDeβx

�2σ2T
ðσDeβxÞ2þσ2T

: [S3]

The proportion of correct responses at each level of slant x was
predicted by a cumulative Gaussian with variance σ2DT (x)
changing as a function of slant x (Eq. S3). The predicted optimal
threshold was the level of slant predicting 75% correct responses.
The rationale for the prediction that texture will be more re-

liable for near-horizontal than near-vertical planes comes from
refs. 4 and 8 and is illustrated in Fig. S1. Rotation of a plane to
increase its slant reduces the height of a single tile’s 2D pro-
jection (Fig. S1 A and B). However, the same degree of rotation
(slant increase) has smaller effects on the tile’s projection when
the plane is near orthogonal (Fig. S1A) than when it is near
parallel (Fig. S1B) to the line of sight. Consistently with this,
a 10° slant difference is harder to detect near the vertical (Fig.
S1C) than near the horizontal (Fig. S1D). Because detecting
slant differences from texture depends on detecting differences
in tiles’ projections (e.g., in their horizontal-to-vertical size ra-
tios) (4, 8), and differences in projection are largest for planes
near the horizontal, texture provides increasingly useful slant
information as the plane approaches the horizontal. Therefore,
we predict that observers using texture cues to slant will find
these cues more useful as the plane approaches the horizontal.
Although we cannot assume a linear (or any other) relationship
between the magnitudes of 2D projection differences and ob-
servers’ sensitivity to them, we can assume that the relationship is
monotonic in the predicted direction.

Experiment 2: Fusion. Planes were constructed as before, with
regular grids of 1 point/cm randomly jittered by ±0–0.225 cm
when the texture cue was present or ±0–1.5 cm for disparity-only
(dots) conditions. Dots were sized 0.35 cm. Each disk was an
elliptical region of tiles selected from these planes. Discs’ centers
were projected at depth +10 or −10 cm relative to the screen.
Example stimuli are shown in Fig. S2. Six-year-olds’ disparity-
based same/different judgments for these discs were poor; to
increase the usefulness of disparity we therefore tested children
at 87.5 cm, half the adult viewing distance. Each disk had width
16 cm and a randomly chosen depth between 1 and 1.5 times its
width (for adults) or between 0.5 and 1.5 times its width (for 6-y-
olds). The larger range of aspect ratios for 6-y-olds prevented the
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vertical size of the disk’s projection becoming a fully reliable cue
to slant, given the greater slant differences shown to this group
(±25° vs. ±12.5° for adults). At both ages, in conditions with
texture signaling greater (+) slant, the vertically smaller disk was
the more slanted in an average 93% of trials.
Performance in the fusion experiment was compared with an

integration model using combined disparity and texture cues and
with two probability summation models using single cues. These
models are formulated using signal detection theory (9, 10). The
sensory estimates observers use to categorize pairs of discs as
being of same or different slant are modeled as coming from
overlapping normal distributions with unit SD. The distribution of
slant differences perceived when viewing discs with the same slant
is centered on 0 (no difference). The distribution of differences
perceived when viewing discs with different slant is centered on d′,
which therefore expresses the distance between the two dis-
tributions’ peaks in units of their common SD. d′ is estimated by
the z-score of the observer’s hit rate minus the z-score of the false
alarm rate (9, 10). The models use estimates of d′ from each ob-
server’s single-cue conditions to predict how the observer will
perform given both cues at the same time. In the integration
model, decisions are made with respect to a combined estimate of
slant based on both disparity and texture information. In the
probability summation models, independent decisions are
reached on the basis of the two single cues, and a slant difference is
detected if either one or both single cues indicate a difference.

IntegrationModel. Integration of disparity and texture information
into a joint metric of slant predicts an increase in combined-cue d′
relative to both single cues when cues are congruent (condition
T+D+). If the distances between 0 and d′ in each single di-
mension (d′T+, d′D+) are described by two orthogonal lines in
a 2D space, the distance between 0 and the joint d′ in two di-
mensions (d′T+D+) is given by completing the right-angled tri-
angle via Pythagoras’ theorem (Fig. S3 and ref. 10):

d′TþDþ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d′ 2

Tþ þ d′ 2
Dþ

q
: [S4]

To achieve optimal discrimination, i.e., one benefiting from the
separation between the two distributions given by the d′ value
from Eq. S4 (Fig. S3A, dotted blue lines), a decision criterion is
required that is perpendicular to the (0, 0)–(d′D+, d′T+) line and
cuts diagonally across the 2D space (Fig. S3A, dashed green
line). This reprojects the 2D distributions onto a single “decision
axis” (10) expressing the slant difference given by the sum of
disparity and texture differences (Fig. S3A). In other words,
under this model decisions are based on the sum of disparity-
based and slant-based estimates. Assuming that these estimates
are independent, the resulting reduction in noise results in better
discrimination (higher d′) for congruent stimuli.
However, decisions along this same axis with respect to con-

flicting stimuli (condition T+D−) have very low d′, because same
and different stimuli project onto similar places on the decision
axis (Fig. S3A; the distribution for different stimuli in condition
T+D− would be centered at d′D−, d′T+ and its projection on the
decision axis would be the very close to that for same stimuli). In

the special case in which the three values d′D+, d′D−, and d′T+
are equal, the distributions for same and conflicting different
stimuli overlap exactly on the decision axis, predicting a d′ score
of 0 (total inability to make the discrimination). When these
values are unequal (as was the case with most individual ob-
servers), and in general, the predicted d′ is

d′TþD−

¼ −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d′ 2

D− þ d′ 2
Tþ

q
cos

�
tan− 1

�
d′Tþ
d’Dþ

�
þ tan− 1

�
d′Tþ
d′D−

��
:

[S5]

Because observers’ single-cue d′ values were not exactly equal,
for both 6-y-olds and adults the mean fusion prediction was for
scores slightly better than 0 (Fig. 2B).

Probability Summation Model 1 (Liberal Criterion). In the probability
summation models (Fig. S3B), same/different decisions are
reached independently on the basis of disparity and texture. In
the first (“liberal”) version of the model, a difference between
stimuli is detected if either decision criterion is reached (Fig.
S3B, all shaded areas). Combined-cue hit and false alarm rates
are first calculated by multiplying single-cue hit and false alarm
rates (10),

HDþTþ ¼ HDþ þ ð1�HDþÞ HTþ [S6]

FDþTþ ¼ FDþ þ ð1� FDþÞ FTþ; [S7]

where H is hit rate and F is false alarm rate. The combined-cue
d′ is then calculated as the z-score of the combined hit rate minus
the z-score of the combined false alarm rate. The calculations for
conflicting condition T+D− are similarly based on hit and false
alarm rates for the component cues.

Probability Summation Model 2 (Conservative Criterion). In the
“conservative” version of the model, a difference between stimuli
is detected only if both single cues indicate a difference (Fig. S3,
darker shaded area only). Combined-cue hit and false alarm
rates are calculated by multiplying single-cue hit and false alarm
rates (10) (HD+T+ = HD+HT+, FD+T+ = FD+FT+, calculating
rates for conflicting condition T+D− from its component cues in
the same way).
Unlike the integrationmodel, theprobability summationmodels

donot integrate the cues into a commonmetric. Therefore, there is
nothing special about a conflicting stimulus making it in principle
harder to detect than a congruent stimulus. However, under the
probability summation models potential improvements in d′ rel-
ative to single cues are modest, and decreases in d′ relative to the
best single cue are also possible.

Experiment 3: Latency.Stimuli were the same as those from the first
study (Fig. 1A), except that the screen through which stimuli
were seen was black, dots were sized 0.35 cm, and planes’ cen-
ters’ depths relative to the screen were +45 ± 10 cm.
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Fig. S1. Projection of textured planes with low and high slant. (A and B) Effects of a change in slant on the projected vertical height of a single tile at low slant
(A) and high slant (B). (C and D) Stimuli with a 10° difference in slant at low slant (C; the Left is more slanted) and high slant (D; the Right is more slanted).

Fig. S2. Stimuli for fusion experiment. Left eye (LE) and right eye (RE) views of planes with 12.5° slant differences (A) in the same direction in terms of both
disparity and texture (condition T+D+) and (B) in opposite directions (condition T+D−). To view stereoscopically, free fuse by diverging the eyes (slants from
disparity may differ from those in the experiment, where these images took up 13° of visual angle).
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Fig. S3. Models for fusion experiment. (A) Integration model, in which decisions are based on the sum of disparity and texture estimates of slant difference.
(B) Probability summation model, in which independent decisions are reached for each component cue. A difference is detected if either single cue indicates
a difference (liberal criterion, all shaded areas) or if both cues indicate a difference (conservative criterion, dark shaded area only).
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